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Summary Points 

1. Independent Schools Victoria (ISV) and the Centre for Independent Studies (CIS) have 

proposed that future government funding of schools be based on a universal student 

entitlement scheme, often referred to as voucher models.  

 

2. Both models feather the nest of private schools, especially the wealthiest schools. They 

would deliver a massive funding boost to private schools and give them a huge resource 

advantage over government schools. At best, government schools would get no additional 

funding and, at worst, a massive reduction in funding.  

 

3. The models pander to greed rather than equity. They will exacerbate inequity in 

education. Massive funding increases will go to higher SES students in private schools 

rather than those most in need, the vast majority of who are in government schools. 

 

4. As the author of the CIS model concedes, student entitlement funding for private schools 

is “extraordinarily expensive” and “would require billions of dollars of additional public 

expenditure”. These billions would be far better and more efficiently spent on reducing 

the massive achievement gap between rich and poor in Australia.    

Independent Schools Victoria model 

5. The ISV model includes a base funding component of $8,581 for primary school students 

and $11,287 for secondary students (weighted average of $9,737) as of 2009. Additional 

funding loadings would be provided to disability, Indigenous, remote area and language 

background other than English students, but not to low socio-economic status (SES) 

students. The loadings are not specified. 

 The model gives a high SES private school student in Vaucluse or Toorak the same 

government funding as a low SES government school student in Campbelltown or 

Broadmeadows; 

 The exclusion of low SES students from equity funding runs counter to hundreds 

of research studies and widespread government practice overseas and in Australia. 

 

6. The ISV model reflects naked self-interest. It would provide a massive increase in 

government funding for private schools, especially Independent schools:  

 Government funding for Independent schools would increase by $1.8 billion over 

their actual funding in 2009, an increase of 55%, or $3,644 per student; 

 Catholic schools would receive an additional $1.5 billion, an increase of 26%, or 

$2,122 per student;  

 In percentage terms, the increase for Independent schools is over double that for 

Catholic schools; 

 Total government funding for private schools would increase by $3.3 billion. 

 

7. In contrast, the model would strip funding from government schools: 

 Funding for government schools would decrease by $2.5 billion, a decrease of 9%, or 

$1,098 per student. The large part of this reduction is due to the exclusion of low SES 

students from any additional funding, but part is due to mis-measurement of actual 

government school funding in 2008-09; 

 

8. The wealthiest Independent schools will reap a funding bonanza: 
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 472 Independent schools with fees over $5,000 per student will collect $2.7 billion a 

year in base government funding and schools with fees over $10,000 will collect $1.5 

billion. Sixty-three Catholic schools with fees over $5,000 will get $0.6 billion; 

 Base funding for 21 elite NSW Independent schools would increase by $191 million a 

year, or 207%, over their actual government funding in 2009: 

 Funding per student for Scots College would increase by 337%, SCEGGS 

Redlands by 313%, Ascham by 286%, Cranbrook by 269%, and Sydney Grammar 

by 257%;  

 83% of students at the 21 Independent schools are from the highest SES quartile 

and only 1% is from the lowest SES quartile;  

 In Victoria, 21 elite Independent schools will receive an increase of $174 million a 

year, or 204%: 

 Funding per student for St. Catherine‟s would increase by 374%, Lauriston by 

308%, Korowa by 291%, Melbourne Grammar by 278%, and Scotch College by 

273%; 

 80% of students at the 21 Independent schools are from the highest SES quartile 

and only 1% is from the lowest SES quartile. 

 In Queensland, government base funding for 10 elite schools would increase by $61 

million, or by 92%; by $58 million (118%) for 11 elite South Australian schools; by 

$77 million (109%) for 14 elite Western Australian schools; and by $28 million 

(174%) for three elite ACT Independent schools;  

 80 of the wealthiest schools in Australia would collect a total of $970 million in 

government base funding a year under the ISV model compared to $380 million in 

total government funding in 2009.  

 

9. The ISV model will provide a massive resource advantage for Independent schools over 

government schools:  

 Total resources (from private and government sources) per student in Independent 

schools will be nearly double that of government schools while that of Catholic 

schools will be 30% higher: 

 Total resources in Independent schools will be $19,609 per student and $13,511 in 

Catholic schools compared to $10,467 in government schools; 

 The total resources per student in elite NSW Independent schools will be over three 

times that available to government schools: 

 Ascham, Cranbrook, St. Catherines, SCEGGS Darlinghurst, SCEGGS Redlands 

and Sydney Grammar will have total resources of between $35,000 and $40,000 

per student compared to $10,467 per student in government schools; 

 The average resource advantage for 21 elite NSW Independent schools over 

government schools will be about $24,000 per student; 

 The total resources per student in elite Victorian Independent schools will be over 

three times that available to government schools: 

 Fintona, Geelong Grammar, Melbourne Girls Grammar, Melbourne Grammar, St. 

Catherines and Wesley will have total resources of around $35,000 per student;  

 The average resource advantage for 21 elite Victorian schools over government 

schools will be nearly $22,000 per student. 
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Centre for Independent Studies model 

10. The CIS model is an illustrative example. However, its base funding component of 

$10,000 per student is similar to the average base component of the ISV model ($9,737) 

and can be treated as a practical proposal: 

 The maximum base funding of $10,000 per student is restricted to schools with fees 

of up to $5,000. Higher fee schools receive less base funding which reduces to a 

minimum of $3,000; 

 Funding loadings of $1,000 per student would apply to a broad range of student 

categories, including low SES students. This is lower than current average loadings, 

which have been substituted in the costing.  

 

11. The CIS model would also provide a massive increase in funding for private schools: 

 Government funding for Catholic schools would increase by $1.6 billion (28%), or 

$2,317 per student; 

 Funding for Independent schools would increase by $0.9 billion (28%), or $1,882 per 

student; 

 Total government funding for private schools would increase by $2.5 billion. 

 

12. Under the model, government school funding would decrease by $0.3 billion (1%), or 

$117 per student, over its actual funding in 2009. However, this is likely due to an over-

estimation of actual government school expenditure. 

 

13. The model will also deliver a funding bonanza to the wealthiest schools: 

 Independent schools with fees over $5,000 will receive a total of $1.8 billion a year in 

base funding while similar Catholic schools will get $0.5 billion; 

 The CIS says that “some independent schools clearly do not „need‟ public funding” 

and that “it is difficult to justify providing extra public funds to already well-

resourced students and schools”. However, it then proceeds to give them over $2 

billion a year in additional government funding. 

 

14. The CIS model will also provide a large resource advantage to private schools.  

 Total resources for Independent schools will be $17,847 per student and $13,706 in 

Catholic schools compared to $11,448 in government schools. 

Both models will exacerbate inequity in education 

15. Both models will magnify the resource advantage of private schools, particularly the 

wealthiest schools, over government schools. Despite enrolling the vast majority of 

disadvantaged students, government schools will be denied any funding increase to meet 

their challenges. This can only exacerbate inequity in education outcomes. 

 

16. The greatest challenge facing Australian education is to reduce the achievement gap 

between rich and poor, which amounts to two to three years in learning. Low SES 

students in predominantly low SES schools are up to four years behind their high SES 

peers in high SES schools.   

 

17. Billions in additional government funding should be devoted to reducing this gap instead 

of increasing the privileges of those least in need. 
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18. The School Funding Review stated repeatedly that its focus is on improving equity in 

education. Given this, it has no alternative but to reject these models as the basis for the 

future funding of Australian schools.  
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1. Introduction  

Several submissions to the School Funding Review advocate a student entitlement model of 

school funding, often referred to a voucher scheme. These include submissions from 

Independent Schools Victoria, the Association of Heads of Independent Schools, the 

Australian Association of Christian Schools, and the Centre for Independent Studies. The 

submissions by Independent Schools Victoria (ISV) and the Centre for Independent Studies 

(CIS) detail how such a funding scheme would operate (the CIS model is also outlined in a 

separately published paper; see Buckingham 2011a]. 

 

Voucher models are the touchstone of the free market approach to education. In their simplest 

version, voucher models provide the same level of public funding to all students, irrespective 

of whether they attend a government school or a private school. They are based on the idea 

that all students are entitled to the same level of public funding and that this entitlement 

should not be affected by the private income or wealth of the school. 

 

The ISV proposes a universal voucher model under which all students in both government 

and private schools would receive the same base government funding entitlement topped up 

by equal loadings for students in certain categories of disadvantage. The CIS model is 

similar, but has a reduced base funding entitlement for higher fee schools.  

 

Neither the ISV nor the CIS cost their proposals. There can be little wonder at this reticence. 

They both provide large funding increases for private schools and no increases for 

government schools. Indeed, under particular assumptions, the ISV model would result in a 

massive reduction in funding for government schools.  

 

This study estimates the cost of the proposals and compares it with actual funding of 

government and private schools in 2009 (2008-09 in the case of government schools). It 

estimates the net increase/decrease in government funding for each school sector. Both 

aggregate funding and per student funding estimates are provided. The methodology and the 

data sources used are outlined in Attachments A & C.  

2. ISV entitlement model 

The ISV proposal is based on two key principles. It claims that personal or private 

contribution towards a child‟s education should have no bearing on the level of government 

funding they receive. It also claims that all children are entitled to equal government funding 

regardless of school sector. Regardless of socioeconomic profile and schooling sector, all 

students would be assessed on an equal footing and funded accordingly. 

 

The ISV says that its entitlement model provides for a significant move towards funding 

equity for all students in Australia by “tearing down” the distinction between government and 

non-government education as a barrier to equality [ISV 2011a: 40]. 

 

ISV proposes what it calls the Portable Funding Allowance (PFA), comprising a base 

component and additional funding loadings for individual special needs, which would be 

available to government or non-government schools. It says that the base component would 

be the dominant component of the funding model. Needs-based loadings would include 

funding for Indigenous students, students with a disability, students from a Language 

Background Other Than English (LBOTE) and students from remote areas. There would be 

no funding loadings available for students from low socio-economic status (SES) families. 
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Base funding component 

The ISV proposes that the base cost funding component should be derived from estimates 

provided in a study by the Schools Resourcing Taskforce Secretariat for the Ministerial 

Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA) in 2005. The 

Taskforce estimated the average cost of a mid-range SES government school with limited 

additional targeted resourcing from government, that is, schools with minimum levels of 

disadvantage.  

 

In its original submission to the School Funding Review, the ISV estimated that the publicly 

funded base amount in 2010 was $9,287 for primary school students and $12,079 for 

secondary school students. In its response to the commissioned research papers published by 

the School Funding Review, the ISV provided updated estimates for 2011 of $9,929 for 

primary school students and $12,665 for secondary school students. It proposes that this 

should be the base government funding available to all government and private school 

students. 

 

These estimates were obtained by indexing the 2003 figures provided by the Schools 

Resourcing Taskforce by the increase in Average Government Schools Recurrent Costs. The 

original amounts calculated by the Taskforce were $6,201 per primary student and $8,504 per 

secondary student (including in school and out-of-school recurrent costs). 

Targeted funding loadings 

The ISV proposal includes funding loadings for Indigenous, disability, language backgrounds 

other than English (LBOTE) and rural and remote area students. It specifically excludes low 

SES students from receipt of funding loadings on the grounds that the relationship between 

low SES and education outcomes is “weak” and “inconclusive”. It claims that “low SES has a 

minor influence on student performance” [ISV 2011b: 9]. Consequently:  
 

Independent Schools Victoria maintains that low SES background students are not necessarily 

constrained in their ability to achieve at, or beyond that of students with higher SES background 

rankings. [ISV 2011c: 5] 
 

It therefore considers that students with low SES backgrounds are not in the same 

circumstances of the other four areas of educational disadvantage. 

 

The ISV does not indicate the actual funding loadings to be applied to the base component to 

obtain the additional funding estimates for targeted student populations. 

3. School funding under the ISV entitlement model 

In estimating the cost of the ISV model, the per capita base funding amounts under the ISV 

entitlement proposal were calculated for 2009 using the same method as the ISV used to 

index the original Schools Resourcing Taskforce figures (see Attachment A). The base 

funding components arrived at were $8,581 for primary school students and $11,287 for 

secondary students. The weighted average funding for all students is $9,737 per student. 

 

Four estimates of the total entitlement funding for government and private schools are 

provided. All include a base funding component and a component for targeted expenditure on 

selected disadvantaged groups of students. The first estimate compares the cost of the actual 

ISV proposal which excludes targeted expenditure on low SES students with funding figures 

for 2008-09 which include the user cost of capital in government school expenditure. The 

second compares the cost of the ISV proposal with funding figures for 2009 which exclude 
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the user cost of capital from government school expenditure. The third estimate includes 

targeted expenditure on low SES students (excluding the user cost of capital from the actual 

government school funding in 2008-09). The fourth estimate uses an alternative measure of 

targeted expenditure, including expenditure on low SES students.  

 

The methodology used to estimate the funding provided under the model and the data sources 

used are outlined in Attachment A. The four estimates are shown in Charts 1 & 2 below and 

the detailed figures are provided in Attachment B (Tables B1 & B2).  

Total government funding 

The first estimate (“Estimate 1” in Chart 1) shows a massive transfer of funds from the 

government sector to the private sector. Total government funding for private schools would 

increase by $3.26 billion over their actual funding in 2009. The largest gain is by Independent 

schools whose public funding would increase by $1.77 billion while Catholic schools gain an 

additional $1.5 billion. In contrast, government schools would lose $6.96 billion compared 

with their actual funding in 2008-09.  

 

In the case of government schools, the estimated full entitlement funding available is 

compared with the actual funding figure for 2008-09 which includes a charge for the user 

cost of capital. This is the funding figure most resorted to by the ISV when comparing 

funding of government and private schools. So, on its own terms, the ISV is proposing a new 

model which generously favours private schools while government schools suffer a massive 

reduction in funding.  

 

 
Source: Attachments A & B. 

 

However, strictly speaking, the user cost of capital should be excluded from the estimates of 

government school funding in order to ensure equal treatment of government and private 

school funding. Government funding figures for private schools do not include a user cost of 
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capital charge on the land and building assets of private schools. The need for consistency in 

the treatment of charges on school assets is recognised in the Deloitte assessment of school 

finances reported on the My School website [Deloitte 2010] and in the ACER commissioned 

study for the School Funding Review [Rorris et.al. 2011]. 

 

Exclusion of the user cost of capital from actual government school funding in 2008-09 has a 

dramatic effect on the estimated impact of the ISV entitlement scheme on government school 

funding. This is shown in the second group of estimates (“Estimate 2” in Chart 1). While 

there is of course no change to the entitlement funding estimates for private schools, the loss 

in government school funding is reduced from $6.96 billion to $2.51 billion. However, this is 

still a very large reduction. 

 

This estimate best approximates the ISV entitlement model given that it excludes equity 

funding for low SES students and the user cost of capital from actual expenditure on 

government schools. In this scenario, Catholic schools would receive a total of $7.23 billion 

in government funding compared to their actual funding in 2009 of $5.74 billion [Table B1]. 

Independent schools would receive $4.99 billion compared to actual funding of $3.23 billion 

and government schools would get $23.90 billion compared to $26.41 in 2007-08. 

 

Surprisingly, the ISV model excludes low SES students from receipt of targeted funding 

despite its widespread use by governments in Australia and overseas (see discussion below). 

The third set of estimates (“Estimate 3" in Chart 1) includes targeted funding for low SES 

students in line with this practice. 

 

The additional targeted funding has a negligible effect on the total funding available to 

private schools. It results in about a $40 million increase in total entitlement funding. The net 

increase over actual funding in 2009 under this scenario is $3.3 billion. The inclusion of low 

SES funding reduces the net loss to government schools to $2.31 billion. 

 

The expenditure loadings for disadvantaged students in the first three sets of estimates are 

derived from survey data published in the study commissioned from the ACER by the School 

Funding Review panel [Rorris et.al. 2011]. However, the targeted funding for government 

schools seems low, amounting to only 8 per cent of total recurrent expenditure on 

government schools ($2.1 billion in targeted funding compared to $26.4 billion in total 

expenditure excluding the user cost of capital). The ACER report also identified program 

expenditure on targeted groups in government schools which amounted to 13% of total 

expenditure (recurrent plus capital, excluding user cost of capital) on government schools in 

2007-08. This may translate to about 15% of total expenditure (excluding capital), which 

looks like a more reasonable estimate. 

 

The fourth set of estimates uses a loading of 0.15 for targeted funding (“Estimate 4” in Chart 

1). Under this scenario, total government funding for private schools would increase by $3.47 

billion over their actual funding in 2009, with an increase for Catholic schools of $1.62 

billion and $1.84 billion for private schools. The loss to government schools is substantially 

reduced – they would lose $1.1 billion compared with actual funding in 2008-09. 

 

All the estimates are likely to under-estimate the increase in funding to private schools 

because the estimates of actual funding in 2009 include government funding for capital 

expenditure in private schools whereas the ISV entitlement is for recurrent funding. The 
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inclusion of capital funding in the 2009 figures causes it to be higher than actual recurrent 

funding for that year and therefore reduces the increase due to the entitlement model. 

 

It should be noted also that the loss in funding to government schools could be over-

estimated. There are several other items included in the actual funding figures for 2008-09 

which are not pertinent to education outcomes and which are not included in estimates of 

private school funding. For example, government school funding figures include payroll tax 

and funding for student transport which are not included in private school funding. There are 

also several other inconsistencies between government and private school funding figures. If 

these items were to be excluded, actual government school funding figure in 2008-09 would 

be lower and the loss of funding under the entitlement proposal would be correspondingly 

reduced.  

 

On the other hand, the actual funding figure compared to the entitlement funding is for the 

financial year 2008-09. The actual level of funding for calendar year 2009 (which is the basis 

for actual funding for private schools) will be slightly higher, in which case the reduction in 

funding due to the entitlement will be larger.   

 

It is also possible that the base funding amounts estimated by the MCEETYA Schools 

Resourcing Taskforce are too low. If set higher, the loss to government schools would be less 

and could even result in an increase in government school funding. However, re-setting the 

base funding amounts has a similar effect on private schools. They would also get an increase 

in funding and the gap in the increases provided to each sector would remain.   

 

Whatever the precise impact on government school funding, private schools will get a 

funding bonanza of at least a $3.47 billion increase in government funding according to the 

preferred estimate if the ISV entitlement model were introduced. At best, government schools 

would get no increase and, at worst, could have their funding reduced substantially. 

 

As noted, the largest increases for private schools go to the Independent sector even though 

the Catholic sector has much greater enrolments. This suggests that Independent schools will 

get very large increases in per student funding from the entitlement proposal.  

Per student funding 

The impact of the ISV entitlement model on per student funding is shown in Chart 2. The 

cost estimates correspond with those in Chart 1.  

 

The first set of estimates show that government funding for private schools would increase by 

$2,743 per student over their actual funding in 2009. By far the largest gain is by Independent 

schools whose public funding would increase by $3,644 per student while Catholic schools 

gain an additional $2,122 per student. In contrast, funding for government schools would fall 

by $3,047 per student compared with their actual funding in 2008-09.  

 

The large part of the fall in government school funding is due to the inclusion of the user cost 

of capital in government funding figures. User cost of capital charges amount to nearly 

$2,000 per student. If the user cost of capital is excluded from government funding, the fall in 

funding under the ISV entitlement proposal is reduced to $1,098 per student (this is shown in 

“Estimate 2” in Chart 2). This is still a significant reduction in funding. 
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The third set of estimates shown in Chart 2 includes an allowance for targeted government 

funding for low SES students based on loadings derived from survey data published in the 

study commissioned from the ACER by the Funding Review panel. This inclusion increases 

public funding of private schools by a small amount and decreases the loss to government 

schools. Public funding of Independent schools would increase by $3,670 per student under 

this option and by $2,157 per Catholic student. Funding of government schools would fall by 

$1,010 per student in this scenario. 

 

The fourth group of estimates uses a loading of 0.15 for targeted funding, including for low 

SES students. Under this option, government funding for Independent schools would increase 

by $3,806 per student and for Catholic schools by $2,304 per student. In contrast, government 

schools would lose $467 per student compared with their actual funding in 2008-09.  

 

 
Source: Attachments A & B. 

 

As discussed above, the actual government school funding figures for 2008-09 include 

several items not included in private school funding apart from the user cost of capital, such 

as payroll tax and student transport. Exclusion of these items would mean a smaller reduction 

in government school funding. For example, average payroll tax is $400-500 per student 

[Cobbold 2010]. If this is excluded from actual government school funding, there would be 

no change in government school funding in Estimate 4 and the reductions shown in the other 
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Total school resources 

The large increases in government funding for private schools under the ISV model would 

ensure that private schools, especially Independent schools, have much higher overall 

resources (from private and government sources) than government schools. 
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The impact of Estimate 2 (the best approximation of the ISV model) on total school resources 

is shown in Chart 3 [see Table E1]. Total resourcing of Independent schools would be 

$19,609 per student compared to $13,511 per Catholic school student and $10,467 per 

government school student. Independent school resources would be nearly double that of 

government schools and Catholic school resources would be 30% higher than in government 

schools. 

 

 
Source: Attachment E. 
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government school expenditure, despite the fact that the ISV usually cites the expenditure 

figure which includes this item.  

 

Under this scenario, Catholic schools would receive a total of $7.23 billion in government 

funding compared to their actual funding in 2009 of $5.74 billion. Independent schools would 

receive $4.99 billion compared to actual funding of $3.23 billion and government schools 

would get $23.90 billion compared to $26.41 in 2007-08. 

 

Government funding for Catholic schools would increase by a total of $1.5 billion, or $2,122 

per student. This is an increase of 26% over their actual funding in 2009. Independent schools 

would receive an additional $1.8 billion, or $3,644 per student, an increase of 55%. In 

percentage terms, the increase for Independent schools is over double that for Catholic 

schools. Funding for government schools would decrease by $2.5 billion, or $1,098 per 

student, a decrease of 9%. 

 

Total resources in Independent schools would be $19,609 per student compared to $13,511 

per Catholic school student and $10,467 per government school student. Independent school 

resourcing would be nearly double that of government schools and Catholic school funding 

would be 30% higher than in government schools. 

 

If current funding for low SES students were included in the ISV model, private schools 

would gain a further small increase in funding while the decrease in government school 

funding would be significantly less. 

  

It is probable that the private school increases are slightly under-estimated and that the 

government school decreases are over-estimated. 

4. Low socio-economic status and student achievement  

The exclusion of targeted funding for low SES students in the ISV model goes against all the 

evidence from literally hundreds of studies that show a strong relationship between low SES 

background and student achievement. Study after study in various countries has demonstrated 

this link [for example see Sirin 2005; Hattie 2009; Swedish National Agency for Education 

2009; Björklund & Salvanes 2010; Murphy 2010; OECD 2010; Xia 2010; Ladd 2011; 

Reardon 2011, Schoon et.al. 2011]. Even authors often cited by the Independent schools 

associations acknowledge the strong association between the socio-economic backgrounds of 

students and their educational achievement [Hanushek & Woessman 2010].  

 

The strong relationship between low SES family background and student results is also 

observed in Australia. The results from the OECD‟s 2009 Programme for International 

Student Assessment (PISA) study shows that, on average, low SES 15 year-old students are 

two to three years behind high SES students in reading, mathematics and science, and 22 to 

28% of low SES students did not achieve international proficiency standards in reading, 

mathematics and science compared to only 4-5% of high SES students [Thomson et.al. 2010].  

 

The study says that there is a “significant relationship between students‟ performance and 

their socioeconomic background” and that “this relationship is evident in Australia and all 

other PISA countries” [p. 277]. It further states: 
 

....despite the better than average scores, significant levels of educational disadvantage related to 

socioeconomic background exist in Australia, and that the performance gap between students of the 

same age from different backgrounds can be equivalent to up to three years of schooling. [p. 298] 
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Similar large achievement gaps are also apparent in the national literacy and numeracy test 

(NAPLAN) results between students from families with high and low educational and 

occupational backgrounds. For example, a recent report by the COAG Reform Council shows 

that 18% of low SES students in Years 5 & 9 did not achieve the national reading benchmark 

in 2010 compared to 2% of high SES students. [COAG Reform Council 2011]. 

 

There is a clear linear relationship between SES and student results across Australia. 

Statistical analysis of the NAPLAN results has found that 50% of the variation in average 

school scores is explained by the average student background [NOUS 2011: 26].  

 

National data on school completion rates show that the proportion of low SES students who 

fail to complete Year 12 is nearly double that of high SES students. In 2008, 42% of students 

from low SES families failed to complete Year 12 compared to 23% of students from high 

SES families [MCEETYA 2008, Table 34].  

 

A draft study on the schools workforce recently published by the Productivity Commission 

says that SES background is amongst the most important influence on student achievement 

[PC 2011: 165]. Even authors sympathetic to private schools find the evidence “convincing” 

[Buckingham 2011: 6]. 

 

Governments all around the world and in Australia provide additional funding for low SES 

students and schools [Sibieta et.al. 2007; Verstegen 2011; Allen Consulting Group 2011; 

Deloitte 2011]. Despite this, the ISV wants to deny this funding to low SES Australian 

students.  

5. The CIS entitlement model 

Under the CIS entitlement model, the public funding entitlement for all government and 

private school students according to the level of fees paid. A student attending any school 

which does not charge fees, or which charges fees up to a threshold, would be eligible for the 

full public funding entitlement. Schools charging fees beyond the threshold would have their 

public funding reduced gradually until a minimum entitlement funding is reached. 

 

The model has three main components: a national resource standard, a guaranteed student 

entitlement and funding loadings for disadvantaged students.  

 

The national resource standard consists of the minimum level of funding from any source 

(including private contributions) per student in any school. This level is set at $10,000 per 

student for illustrative purposes. However, it is similar to the base entitlement proposed by 

the ISV based on the indexed estimates of the MCEETYA Schools Resourcing Taskforce in 

2005.  

 

Public funding of $10,000 per student would be available to all schools with fees up to a 

threshold of $5,000 per student. Public funding for schools above this threshold would reduce 

by 50 cents in every dollar exceeding the threshold until the guaranteed student entitlement 

(GSE) is reached. For example, a school charging fees of $10,000 would receive $7,500 per 

student in public funding. 

 

The GSE is a minimum level of public funding per student which would be available to all 

schools irrespective of private income. The stated justification of this is that all students 
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should be entitled to a public contribution to their schooling because all families contribute 

tax revenue.  

 

The GSE is set at $3,000 and is reached when fees reach $19,000. The GSE is set at this level 

to approximate the level of combined state and federal government funding currently 

provided to a student at a high SES Independent school. Thus, the GSE is designed to protect 

high SES private schools from any reduction in their average level of government funding.  

 

Weightings for education disadvantage would be applied after the base rate for each student 

has been determined. It is set at $1,000 per student for every category of disadvantage to 

illustrate the operation of the model. 

 

The categories of disadvantage to receive weightings are not clearly specified. However, the 

general discussion in the submission and the separately published paper points to low SES, 

Indigenous, disability, remote area and recent immigrant students.  

6. School funding under the CIS entitlement model 

The methodology used to estimate the funding provided under the model is outlined in 

Attachment C. The data sources are the same as for the ISV model. Four estimates are shown 

in Charts 4 & 5 below and the detailed figures are provided in Attachment D (Tables D1 & 

D2).  

Total government funding 

The first estimates (“Estimate 1” in Chart 4) show a large gain in funding for private schools 

and a massive reduction in funding for government schools. Total government funding for 

private schools would increase by $2.02 billion over their actual funding in 2009. In contrast, 

to the ISV entitlement model, the largest gain is by Catholic schools whose public funding 

would increase by $1.28 billion while Independent schools gain an additional $0.74 billion. 

Government schools would lose $7.3 billion compared with their actual funding in 2008-09.  

 

The second group of estimates (“Estimate 2”) exclude the user cost of capital from actual 

government school funding in 2008-09. In this scenario, government schools suffer a $2.89 

billion reduction in funding. There is no change to the funding increase for private schools.  

 

Targeted funding for the first two estimates is $1,000 per student as used by the CIS for 

illustrative purposes. The third group of estimates (“Estimate 3”) includes targeted funding 

estimates based on survey data published by ACER. These targeted funding estimates are 

significantly higher than the $1000 per student in equity funding used to illustrate the 

operation of the CIS model. In this case, total private school funding is increased by $2.37 

billion while government school funding is reduced by $1.51 billion. Catholic school funding 

is increased by $1.53 billion and Independent schools gain $0.85 billion. 

 

The fourth group of estimates uses a loading of 0.15 for targeted funding (“Estimate 4” in 

Chart 4). This estimate probably best reflects the impact of the CIS model as the equity 

funding included is based on current programs.  

 

Under this scenario, total government funding for private schools would increase by $2.54 

billion over their actual funding in 2009, with an increase of $1.63 billion for Catholic 

schools and $0.91 billion for Independent schools. In contrast, government schools would 

lose $0.27 billion compared with their actual funding in 2008-09.  
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Catholic schools would receive a total of $7.37 billion in government funding compared to 

their actual funding in 2009 of $5.74 billion. Independent schools would receive $4.14 billion 

compared to actual funding of $3.23 billion and government schools would get $26.14 billion 

compared to $26.41 in 2007-08. 

  

 Source: Attachments C & D. 

 

As noted in the discussion of the ISV model, the increases for private schools are likely to be 

slightly under-estimated because government funding of capital expenditure is included in the 

actual funding figures for 2009. The losses to the government sector could be slightly over-

estimated because the actual government funding figures include items which are not 

included in private school funding. On the other hand, the losses could be slightly under-

estimated because the entitlement funding estimates are compared with actual funding for the 

financial year 2008-09 and is likely to be a little higher in the calendar year 2009.  

Per student funding 

Under the first estimates, government funding for private schools would increase by $1,694 

per student over their actual funding in 2009 [Chart 5]. The largest gain is by Catholic 

schools whose public funding would increase by $1,810 per student while Independent 

schools gain an additional $1,537 per student. In contrast, funding for government schools 

would fall by $3,245 per student compared with their actual funding in 2008-09.  

 

If the user cost of capital is excluded from government funding, the fall in funding under the 

CIS entitlement proposal is reduced to $1,266 per student (“Estimate 2” in Chart 5).  

 

The third set of estimates shown in Chart 2 (“Estimate 3”) includes an allowance for targeted 

government funding derived from survey the data published in the study commissioned from 

the ACER by the School Funding Review panel. Public funding of Catholic schools would 
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increase by $2,170 per student under this option and by $1,746 per Independent school 

student. Funding of government schools would fall by $659 per student in this scenario. 

 

The fourth group of estimates uses a loading of 0.15 for targeted funding (“Estimate 4”). 

Under this option, government funding for Catholic schools would increase by $2,317 per 

student and for Independent schools by $1,882 per student. In contrast, government schools 

would lose $117 per student compared with their actual funding in 2008-09.  

 

 
Source: Attachments C & D. 

Total school resources 

The large increases in government funding for private schools under the CIS model would 

also ensure that private schools have much higher overall resources (from private and 

government sources) than government schools. However, the disparities are less than under 

the ISV model.  

 

The impact of Estimate 4 (the best approximation of the CIS model) on total school resources 

is shown in Chart 6 [see Table E1]. The total resources of Independent schools would be 

$17,847 per student compared to $13,706 per Catholic school student and $11,448 per 

government school student. Independent school resourcing would be 56% higher than that of 

government schools and Catholic school resourcing would be 20% higher than in government 

schools. 
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Source: Attachment E. 

Summary 

The Centre for Independent Studies entitlement model would provide a funding increase of 

between $2 and $2.5 billion a year for private schools compared to their actual funding in 

2009. Catholic schools would receive the largest increase - between $1.3 and $1.6 billion. 

Independent schools would gain between $0.75 and $0.91 billion. The range of estimates 

depends on how targeted funding is designed and measured.  

 

In contrast, government schools would lose between $7.3 and $0.27 billion a year compared 

to their actual funding in 2008-09. The range of estimates depends on how government 

school funding is measured and how targeted funding is designed. If the user cost of capital 

charge is excluded from the measure of government school funding, the losses would range 

from $2.9 to $0.27 billion a year. 

 

In per capita terms, the funding increase for private schools would range from $1,694 to 

$2134 per student. The increase for Catholic schools ranges from $1,810 to $2,317 per 

student. The increase for Independent schools is less at between $1,537 and $1,882 per 

student.  

 

Government school funding would decrease by between $3,245 and $117 per student if user 

cost of capital is included from the actual funding figures in 2008-09. If it is excluded the 

decrease would range from $1,266 to $117 per student. 

 

Estimate 4 is the more realistic set of estimates. It includes targeted funding for equity groups 

(including low SES students) based on current funding levels and excludes the user cost of 

capital from actual government expenditure in 2008-09. These estimates show that 

government funding for Catholic schools would increase by a total of $1.6 billion, or $2,317 
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per student; by $0.9 billion for Independent schools, or $1,882 per student; and would fall for 

government schools by $0.27 billion, or $117 per student. 

  

Catholic schools would receive a total of $7.37 billion in government funding compared to 

their actual funding in 2009 of $5.74 billion. Independent schools would receive $4.14 billion 

compared to actual funding of $3.23 billion and government schools would get $26.14 billion 

compared to $26.41 in 2007-08. 

 

Total funding for Independent schools would be $17,847 per student compared to $13,706 

per Catholic school student and $11,448 per government school student. Independent school 

funding would be 56% higher than that of government schools and Catholic school funding 

would be 20% higher than in government schools. 

 

As in the case of the ISV estimates, it is probable that the private school increases are slightly 

under-estimated and that the government school decreases are over-estimated. 

7. Comparison of the ISV and CIS models 

The ISV and CIS models are broadly similar, including both base and equity funding 

components. However, they are designed quite differently and this leads to different funding 

increases for Catholic and Independent schools and different funding decreases for 

government schools. 

 

The base funding components are similar – the weighted average funding in the ISV model is 

$9,737 per student compared to $10,000 per student in the CIS model. However, the base 

funding component is applied differently in the two models.  

 

The ISV model provides the same base funding component to all students without regard to 

other sources of funding. In contrast, the CIS model provides the same base funding 

component only to students in schools whose fees are $5,000 or less. Schools charging fees 

beyond $5,000 would have their public funding reduced on a sliding scale until a minimum 

entitlement funding of $3,000 per student is reached. This affects funding for Independent 

schools significantly because they have much larger enrolments in schools with fees over 

$5,000 per student than Catholic schools.  

 

As a result, the ISV model provides a much larger increase in the base funding component for 

Independent schools than the CIS model. Under the ISV model, Independent schools would 

receive $4.9 billion in base funding compared to $3.9 billion under the CIS model (Tables B1 

& D1). 

 

The equity funding components also differ between the models. The ISV model excludes 

funding for low SES students while the CIS model includes this funding. However, this does 

not significantly affect total equity funding under the two models. Private schools would 

receive about $200 million more under the CIS model than under the ISV model (Tables B1 

& D1). The increase is slightly higher for Catholic schools.  

 

It should be noted that two different equity loadings are used in the preferred estimates of the 

impact of the two models. The loadings in the ISV model are based on ACER survey data 

while those for the CIS model are based on identified program expenditure which is much 

higher than that figures derived from the survey data. However, this application of different 

loadings does not lead to reduced equity funding under the ISV model because its exclusion 
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of funding for low SES students means that the actual per capita loadings used in the 

preferred estimates are higher than the 0.15 loading used in the preferred CIS estimates. This 

is because students with disabilities receive a very high funding loading and form a high 

proportion of total targeted equity enrolments when low SES students are excluded.   

 

The decrease in government funding is much larger under the ISV model than the CIS model 

- $2.51 billion compared to $0.27 billion, a difference of $2.24 billion [Tables B1 & D1]. 

This is due to differences in the base funding component and equity funding. The base 

funding component in the ISV model is about $0.8 billion less than in the CIS model because 

of the different per student rates while equity funding is $1.44 billion less because of the 

exclusion of low SES students from the funding loadings. 

 

Total school resources (from private and government sources) per student would be much 

higher for Independent schools under the ISV model - $19,609 per student compared to 

$17,847 [Table E1]. Total resources in Catholic schools would be similar under the two 

models - $13,511 and $13,706. Total resourcing of government schools would be higher 

under the CIS model than the ISV model - $11,448 compared to $10,467.  

8. Entitlement funding models will foster greater inequity in 
education 

The two entitlement models proposed by the ISV and CIS as an alternative to the current 

funding regimes for government and private schools provide massive funding increases for 

private schools. The ISV model provides a much larger increase to Independent schools than 

to Catholic schools. Neither model provides increased funding for government schools. At 

best, there would be little to no change in government school funding; at worst, government 

schools would suffer a massive reduction in funding. 

Massive increase in government funding of private schools 

The most realistic estimates of the aggregate increases/decreases in government funding are 

summarised in Charts 7 to 9.  

 

The ISV model would increase government funding for Independent schools by $1.8 billion 

over their actual funding in 2009 [Chart 7]. This represents an increase of 55% [Chart 8], or 

$3,644 per student [Chart 9]. The increase for Independent schools is over double that for 

Catholic schools in percentage terms. Catholic schools would gain an additional $1.5 billion, 

an increase of 26% over their actual funding in 2009. This represents an increase of $2,122 

per student. The total funding increase for private schools would be $3.3 billion. 

 

As the author of the CIS study acknowledges, a full student entitlement model like the ISV 

model is “extraordinarily expensive” and “would require billions of dollars of additional 

public expenditure” [Buckingham 2011b]. The CIS report itself admits: 
 

A UWSF (universal weighted student funding) system that indiscriminately provides every child with a 

base entitlement to cover the full cost of schooling as determined by a resource standard would require 

a huge increase in public funding. [Buckingham 2011a: 15] 

 

However, the CIS model itself would increase government funding of private schools by over 

$2.5 billion a year. It would increase government funding for Catholic schools by a total of 

$1.6 billion, or $2,317 per student and by $0.9 billion for Independent schools ($1,882 per 

student). The percentage increases are the same at 28%.  
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Source: Attachments B & D. 

 

 
Source: Attachments B & D. 
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Source: Attachments B & D. 

 

In contrast to these massive increases for private schools, the ISV model would reduce 

funding for government schools by $2.5 billion, or $1,098 per student, a decrease of 9%. As 

noted above, the large part of this decrease is due to the exclusion of low SES students from 

funding loadings. Low SES students form a much larger proportion of government school 

enrolments than for the Independent and Catholic sectors. Part of the decrease may be due to 

over-estimation of actual total government school funding in 2009 (due to the inclusion of 

payroll tax and student transport expenditure). 

 

Government school funding would decrease by $0.27 billion (-1%), or $117 per student, 

under the CIS model. This is a relatively small decrease and it may be due to over-estimation 

of actual total government school funding in 2009. At best, then, the CIS model would only 

maintain government school funding while providing a very large increase for private 

schools.  

Massive increases in government funding for the wealthiest private 
schools 

The ISV entitlement model, in particular, reflects naked self interest. The ISV represents the 

wealthiest school sector and it is these schools that most benefit from its proposed funding 

model.  

 

According to the My School website, 272,905 Independent school students in Australia (56% 

of total Independent students) are enrolled in 472 schools with annual average fees of over 

$5,000 per student. These schools will collect $2.7 billion from the ISV entitlement model 

based on the average entitlement base funding of $9,737 per student. Schools with fees over 

$10,000 will collect $1.5 billion. The model will also deliver $0.6 billion to 63 Catholic 

schools with fees over $5,000 per student.  
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In particular, the model will provide very high percentage increases in base funding to the 

wealthiest Independent schools. Base funding for 21 elite NSW Independent schools would 

increase by $191 million, or by 207%, over their government funding in 2009 compared to a 

total funding increase of 55% for all Independent schools [Chart 10, Table F1]. For example, 

The Scots College would gain an increase of 337%, SCEGGS Redlands would get a 313% 

increase, Ascham a 286% increase, Ravenswood 271%, Cranbrook 269%, and Sydney 

Grammar 257%. These increases do not include any equity funding. 

 

 
Source: Attachment F. 

 

In Victoria, 21 elite Independent schools will receive an increase of $174 million, or 204%, in 

their base funding from governments [Chart 11, Table F2].  For example, St. Catherine‟s 

would get an increase in base funding of 374%, Lauriston would get a 308% increase, 

Korowa a 291% increase, Melbourne Grammar 278%, Scotch College 273%, and Ruyton 

271%. 

 

In Queensland, government base funding for 10 elite schools would increase by $61 million, 

or by 92% (Table F3); by $58 million (118%) for 11 elite South Australian schools (Table 

F4); by $77 million (109%) for 14 elite Western Australian schools [Table F5]; and by $28 

million (174%) for three elite ACT Independent schools [Table F6]. The increases would be 

less than in NSW and Victoria but the majority of these schools would have their government 

funding more than doubled. 

 

In total, 80 of the wealthiest schools in Australia would collect $970 million in government 

base funding a year under the ISV model compared to $380 million in total government 

funding in 2009. With equity funding, these schools would gain even more. 

 

These schools have already received massive funding increases under the SES funding model 

between 2001 and 2011. Federal Government funding per student in 17 select NSW private 
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schools increased by an average of 109% between 2001 and 2009 and by 185% in 16 select 

Victorian private schools [SOS 2011]. 

 

 
Source: Attachment F. 

 

In contrast to the ISV model, the CIS makes some concession to equity by recognising that 

“some independent schools clearly do not „need‟ public funding in the sense that.... private 

income alone exceeds several times the total resource levels in other schools” and that “it is 

difficult to justify providing extra public funds to already well-resourced students and 

schools” [Buckingham 2011a: 14, 16]. However, it is a rhetorical concession. This model will 

deliver total base funding of $1.8 billion a year to Independent schools with fees of over 

$5,000 a year and $0.5 billion to similar Catholic schools, that is, it will provide over $2 

billion a year to already well-resourced students and schools.   

Private schools gain a massive resource advantage over government 
schools 

The increases in government funding for Independent and Catholic schools under both 

models will provide a massive resource advantage to private schools. Private schools will 

have far greater total resources (from private and government sources) than government 

schools [Chart 12, Table E1].  

 

Under the ISV model, total resources per student in Independent schools will be nearly 

double that of government schools. Total resources in Catholic schools will be 30% higher 

than in government schools. Total resources for Independent schools would be $19,609 per 

student compared to $13,511 per Catholic school student and $10,467 per government school 

student.  

 

The disparity between the total resources of private and government schools would be less, 

but still large, under the CIS model. Total resources for Independent schools would be 
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$17,847 per student compared to $13,706 per Catholic school student and $11,448 per 

government school student. Independent school resources would be 56% higher than that of 

government schools and Catholic school resources would be 20% higher than in government 

schools. 

 

 
Source: Attachment E. 

 

In particular, the large funding increases for the wealthiest Independent private schools will 

give them a massive resource advantage over government schools. The average level of 

resources per student in elite Independent schools in NSW and Victoria will be over three 

times that available to government schools [Charts 13 & 14].  

 

The total resources of many Independent schools in NSW will be between $35,000 and 

$40,000 per student (excluding any equity funding) compared to $10,467 per student in 

government schools (including equity funding). These schools include Ascham, Cranbrook, 

St. Catherines, SCEGGS Darlinghurst, SCEGGS Redlands and Sydney Grammar. The 

average resource advantage for 21 Independent schools over government schools will be 

$23,937 per student.  

 

In Victoria, only Geelong Grammar and Melbourne Grammar will have total resources of 

over $35,000.The large majority of other elite Independent schools will have between 

$30,000 and $35,000 per student compared to $10,467 in government schools. The average 

resource advantage for the 21 elite schools over government schools will be $21,881 per 

student. 
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Source: Attachment F. 

 

 

 Source: Attachment F. 
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Increase inequity in education 

These massive resource advantages for private schools and the absence of any funding 

increases for government schools would exacerbate inequity in education outcomes because 

all the additional government funding goes to those who need it least.  

 

The greatest challenge facing Australian education is to reduce the achievement gap between 

rich and poor. The School Funding Review has stated repeatedly that its focus is on 

improving equity in education. The Federal Minister for Education has endorsed this focus. 

 

The 2009 PISA results show that, on average, low SES 15 year-old students are two to three 

years behind high SES students in reading, mathematics and science [Thomson et.al. 2010]. 

Similar large achievement gaps are also apparent in the national literacy and numeracy 

results. A recent report by the COAG Reform Council shows that 18% of low SES students 

in Years 5 & 9 did not achieve the national reading benchmark in 2010 compared to 2% of 

high SES students [COAG 2011]. 

 

Government schools enrol the vast majority of students whose background characteristics are 

associated with performance. Census data shows that 77% of low income students attend 

government schools and the latest enrolment data shows that 86% of Indigenous students, 

79% of disability students, and 83% of remote area students attended government schools in 

2009 [Preston 2007; SOS 2011].  

 

Data from the 2009 PISA study shows that 35% of government secondary school students are 

from the lowest SES quartile, compared to 16% of Catholic students and 10% of students in 

Independent schools [Thomson et.al. 2010].  On the other hand, almost 50% of students in 

Independent schools and 30% of Catholic students are from the highest SES quartile 

compared to only 16% of government school students.  

 

Despite the concentration of education disadvantage in government schools all the additional 

government funding provided by the student entitlement schemes proposed by ISV and the 

CIS goes to private schools. The private schools that would receive the biggest increases in 

government funding have a very high proportion of their students from high SES families and 

negligible proportions from low SES families. An average of 83% of students in 21 elite 

NSW Independent schools are from the highest SES quartile and only 1% are from the lowest 

SES quartile. Yet, they will get a total of $283 million in government funding under the ISV 

model, an increase of $191 million over their actual funding in 2009. 

 

In Victoria, 80% of students at 21 elite Independent schools are from the highest SES quartile 

and only 1% is from the lowest SES quartile. These schools will get $260 million in 

government funding, an increase of $174 million over their funding in 2009. 

 

While grabbing billions for its own schools, the ISV wants to deny low SES students any 

additional government funding. Its model will reduce government school funding while the 

CIS model, at best, would only maintain government school funding. Both models will 

increase the resource advantage of those least in need and deny funding increases to those 

most in need.  

 

There can be no justification for providing over $3 billion in additional government funding 

to schools that largely serve better-off families and many of which are the preserve of the 

wealthiest families in Australia. It means that less funding is available for government 
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schools serving the education needs of low income, Indigenous students and students with 

disabilities. It means fewer teachers, fewer support staff, lower salaries, fewer books and less 

equipment than is needed in schools serving low SES students and other equity groups. That 

is, less of everything that matters for those who need it most. It means that the large 

achievement gaps in Australia will remain unaddressed and will increase in all likelihood.  

 

Both models are based on the idea of an entitlement to government funding for all private 

school students, however wealthy, rather than improving equity. Billions of dollars in 

additional government funding should be devoted to reducing the achievement gap between 

rich and poor, instead of increasing the privileges of those least in need. 

 

Given its stated focus on improving equity in education outcomes, the School Funding 

Review has no alternative but to reject the ISV and CIS models as the basis for future 

government funding of schools in Australia.  
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Attachment A 

Methodology and data sources for the ISV model 

This study estimates government funding for government and private schools under the ISV 

entitlement proposal for 2009 and compares it with actual funding of government and private 

schools in 2009 (2008-09 for government schools). Estimates of the net increase/decrease are 

provided.  

Base funding component 

The ISV proposes that the base cost funding component should be derived from estimates 

provided in a study by the Schools Resourcing Taskforce Secretariat for the Ministerial 

Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA) in 2005. The 

Taskforce estimated the average cost of a mid-range SES government school with limited 

additional targeted resourcing from government minimum levels of disadvantage.  

 

In its original submission to the School Funding Review, the ISV estimates that the publicly 

funded base cost in 2010 was $9,287 for primary school students and $12,079 for secondary 

school students. In its response to the commissioned research papers published by the Review 

committee, the ISV provides updated estimates for 2011 of $9,929 for primary school 

students and $12,665 for secondary school students. These estimates were obtained by 

indexing the 2003 figures provided by the Schools Resourcing Taskforce by the increase in 

Average Government Schools Recurrent Costs.  

 

In this study, the cost of the ISV entitlement proposal is calculated for 2009 in order to 

compare it with actual government funding of government and private schools. The latest 

data on average funding of governments schools is 2008-09 and for 2009 for government 

funding of private schools.  

 

The study uses the same indexing method as the ISV to estimate the base funding component 

for 2009. The Schools Resourcing Taskforce figures for 2003 were $6,201 per primary 

school student and $8,504 per secondary school student. The increase in Primary and 

Secondary AGSRC between 2003 and 2009 was 38.4% and 32.7 %, respectively. Applied to 

the taskforce 2003 estimates, these increases give an estimated base funding component for 

2009 of $8,581 for primary school students and $11,287 for secondary students. The 

weighted average across all students is $9,737 per student 

 

The total base funding component for each sector is calculated by multiplying the base 

funding per primary and secondary student by the number of students in each sector. The 

average base funding per student in each sector is therefore different because of differing 

proportions of primary and secondary students.  

 

The enrolment figures for 2009 are from Schools Australia 2009 [ABS 2010]. 

Targeted funding loadings 

The ISV proposal includes funding loadings for Indigenous, disability, language backgrounds 

other than English (LBOTE) and rural and remote area students. It specifically excludes low 

SES students from receipt of funding loadings on the grounds that the relationship between 

low SES and education outcomes is weak.  

 

The ISV does not indicate actual funding loadings to be applied to the base component to 

obtain the additional funding estimates for targeted student populations. This study provides 
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some indicative costs based on estimates of current funding loadings in Australia for 

Indigenous, disability and remote/very remote area students. Funding loadings for LBOTE 

students are not included because up to date figures on LBOTE enrolments by school sector 

are not available. Separate estimates for low SES students are provided because it is generally 

accepted that funding loadings are warranted for low SES students.  

 

Two different estimates of funding loadings for low SES, Indigenous, disability and 

remote/very remote area students are used for the study. One set is derived from survey data 

published in the commissioned research paper by the Australian Council of Educational 

Research (ACER) [Rorris et.al. 2011]. The report provides estimates of the additional 

expenditure per targeted student in government schools in each state/territory in 2009-10. The 

figures are heavily qualified by ACER as they are much lower than aggregate identified 

funding for these students. However, they are the only estimates available for each targeted 

group. 

 

The funding loadings are calculated by expressing the targeted expenditure for each category 

of student as a percentage of total recurrent expenditure per student in government schools. 

Total recurrent expenditure per student excludes the user cost of capital. The expenditure 

figures are for 2008-09, the latest available. They are taken from the Report on Government 

Services 2011 (Table 4A.12) [SCRGSP 2011]. 

 

The estimated loadings are: Students with Disabilities – 1.14; Indigenous students – 0.29; 

Remote area students – 0.06; low SES students – 0.06. These loadings may be slightly over-

estimated because the targeted expenditure figures are for 2009-10 while the total expenditure 

figures are for 2008-09.  

 

The estimated funding loadings are applied to the weighted average base funding component 

for all students ($9737 per student) to obtain the targeted funding per student in each category 

of disadvantage. The actual funding loading per student in each category is the same for 

government and private schools. This amount is multiplied by the number of targeted 

students in each category to obtain the total targeted funding in each category in each school 

sector. These amounts are added to obtain a total targeted funding figure for each school 

sector.  

 

The enrolment figures for Indigenous students are from the Schools Australia 2009 [ABS 

2010]. Enrolments of disability and remote area students are unpublished figures supplied by 

the Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations. Total enrolments of 

low SES students by state/territory are from the national fact sheet on the Smarter Schools 

National Partnerships [DEEWR nd]. The national fact sheet reports the number of low SES 

students in the program by school sector.    

 

Another funding loading is used to estimate national targeted funding under the ISV proposal. 

This loading is derived from the identified program expenditure on targeted groups in 

government schools reported in the ACER study.  

 

The total funding loadings for government schools estimated using the ACER survey data 

appear low as they amount to only 8 per cent of total recurrent expenditure on government 

schools ($2.1 billion in targeted funding compared to $26.4 billion in total expenditure 

excluding the user cost of capital). In contrast, the ACER report identified total program 

expenditure on targeted groups in government schools of about $4.4 billion in 2009-10. This 
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amounted to 13% of total expenditure (recurrent plus capital, excluding user cost of capital) 

on government schools in 2007-08. This may translate to about 15% of total expenditure 

(excluding capital), which looks like a more reasonable estimate. 

 

This loading is used to estimate aggregate national targeted funding in government and 

private schools. The loading of 0.15 is applied to the national base entitlement estimates for 

government schools to obtain the total targeted funding. This is divided by the number of 

targeted students in government schools to estimate funding per targeted student which is 

$4,834. This figure is multiplied by the number of targeted students in private schools to 

estimate their total targeted funding. 

Total government funding 

The total funding available under the ISV entitlement proposal is estimated as the total of the 

base funding and targeted funding components.  

 

The total funding estimates of the ISV proposal are compared with total actual government 

funding in 2009 (2008-09 for government schools) to estimate the increase/decrease in 

funding for government and private schools under the proposal. Three estimates are provided. 

The first compares the cost of the actual ISV proposal which excludes targeted expenditure 

on low SES students with funding figures for 2008-09 which include the user cost of capital 

in government school expenditure. The second compares the cost of the ISV proposal with 

funding figures for 2008-09 which exclude the user cost of capital from government school 

expenditure. The third estimate is based on the second but also includes targeted expenditure 

on low SES students. 

 

Actual government funding figures for private schools are derived from data published in the 

National Report on Schooling (NRS) in Australia [MCEETYA 2008] which publishes 

government funding per student for Catholic and Independent schools separately. This break-

up is not reported in the data published in the Report on Government Services. 

 

The latest per student funding figures reported in the NRS are for 2008. These were indexed 

by 6% to obtain estimates for 2009. The 6% indexation is slightly higher than the increase in 

Average Government School Recurrent Costs for 2009 which is used to index Australian 

Government funding for private schools. However, as other additional funding was provided 

to private schools through new programs this indexation is reasonable.  

 

The indexed per student funding amounts were multiplied by enrolments to obtain total 

government funding for private schools in 2009. 

 

The NRS figures also include government funding for capital expenditure so the figures used 

in this study for government funding for private schools exceed actual recurrent government 

funding. As the actual recurrent funding figure for 2009 is then lower than the figures used in 

this study, the funding increases provided by the entitlement proposal are under-estimated. 

 

Actual government funding for government schools is for 2008-09 and is taken from the 

Report on Government Services 2011 (Table 4A.7) [SCRGSP 2011], which is the latest 

available. Two estimates of government funding for government schools are used: one 

includes the user cost of capital and the other excludes this estimated cost.  

The ISV habitually cites figures on government expenditure on government schools which 

include the user cost of capital. Estimates are provided of the impact on government school 
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funding of the entitlement proposal when the user cost of capital is included as part of 

government school funding. However, strictly speaking, this item should not be included in 

government school funding because it is not included as part of government funding of 

private schools.  
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Attachment B 

Tables on school funding under the ISV model 

Table B1: Total Government Funding Under the ISV Model  

 Private Schools ($) Govt Schools 

($) Catholic Independent Total Private 

Actual Funding 2009 5,738,897,730 3,229,132,515 8,968,030,245 

26,405,806,000 

(30,856,259,000) 

Estimates 1 & 2     

Base Entitlement 

Funding 6,912,121,677 4,862,915,230 11,775,503,907 22,034,215,406 

Total Targeted 

Funding (excl low 

SES) 321,935,883 131,915,241 453,851,124 1,865,196,208 

Total Govt Funding  7,234,057,560 4,994,830,471 12,228,888,031 23,899,411,614 

Funding 

Increase/Decrease 

Over Actual Funding 

in 2009 1,495,159,830 1,765,697,956 3,260,857,786 

-2,506,394,386 

(-6,956,847,386) 

Estimate 3     

Base Entitlement 

Funding 6,912,121,677 4,862,915,230 11,775,503,907 22,034,215,406 

Total Targeted 

Funding (incl low 

SES) 346,689,547 144,493,632 491,183,178 2,064,290,423 

Total Govt Funding  7,258,811,224 5,007,408,862 12,266,220,085 24,098,505,829 

Funding 

Increase/Decrease 

Over Actual Funding 

in 2009 1,519,913,494 1,778,276,347 3,298,189,840 -2,307,300,171 

Estimate 4     

Base Entitlement 

Funding 6,912,121,677 4,862,915,230 11,775,503,907 22,034,215,406 

Total Targeted 

Funding (0.15 loading, 

incl low SES) 450,282,266 210,341,842 660,624,108 3,305,300,674 

Total Govt Funding  7,362,403,943 5,073,257,072 12,435,661,015 25,339,516,080 

Funding 

Increase/Decrease 

Over Actual Funding 

in 2009 1,623,506,213 1,844,124,557 3,467,630,770 -1,066,289,920 
Notes:  
1. Actual government funding is for 2008-09. The estimates in italics for government schools include the user 

cost of capital in actual funding for 2008-09.  

2. Targeted funding in Estimates 1, 2 & 3 are based on funding loadings derived from ACER survey data (see 

Attachment A). 

3. Targeted funding for Estimate 4 is based on identified program expenditure in government schools reported 

by ACER (see Attachment A).  
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Table B2: Per Student Government Funding Under the ISV Model  

 Private Schools ($) 
Govt 

Schools ($) 
Catholic Independent Total 

Private 

Actual Funding 2009  8146 6665 7548 

11565 

(13544) 

Estimates 1 & 2     

Base Entitlement Funding 9811 10037 9903 9650 

Targeted Funding (excl low SES) 457 272 382 817 

Total Govt Funding  10268 10309 10285 10467 

Funding Increase/Decrease Over 

Actual Funding in 2009 2122 3644 2743 

-1098 

(-3047) 

Estimate 3     

Base Entitlement Funding 9811 10037 9903 9650 

Targeted Funding (incl low SES) 492 298 413 904 

Total Govt Funding  10303 10335 10316 10555 

Funding Increase/Decrease Over 

Actual Funding in 2009 2157 3670 2774 -1010 

Estimate 4     

Base Entitlement Funding 9811 10037 9903 9650 

Targeted Funding (0.15 loading, incl 

low SES) 639 434 556 1448 

Total Govt Funding  10450 10471 10459 11098 

Funding Increase/Decrease Over 

Actual Funding in 2009 2304 3806 2916 -467 
Notes:  
1. Actual government funding is for 2008-09. The estimates in italics for government schools include the user 

cost of capital in actual funding for 2008-09.  

2. Targeted funding in Estimates 1, 2 & 3 are based on funding loadings derived from ACER survey data (see 

Attachment A). 

3. Targeted funding for Estimate 4 is based on identified program expenditure in government schools reported 

by ACER (see Attachment A).  

4. Targeted funding is averaged across all students. 
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Attachment C 

Methodology and data sources for the CIS model 

This study estimates government funding for government and private schools under the CIS 

entitlement proposal for 2009 and compares it with actual funding of government and private 

schools in 2009 (2008-09 for government schools). Estimates of the net increase/decrease are 

provided.  

Base funding component 

The total base funding component of the CIS model consists of the funding provided to 

schools entitled to the maximum public funding (up to fees of $5000) and the funding 

provided to schools subject to a sliding scale of public funding to a guaranteed student 

entitlement (GSE) of $3,000. Public funding for schools with fees over $5,000 per student 

reduces by 50 cents for every dollar over the fee threshold.  

 

The schools with fees of over $5,000 were extracted from the My School website together 

with the total enrolments in these schools in 2009. Sixty-three Catholic schools were found 

with a total enrolment of 64,116 students and 472 Independent schools with a total enrolment 

of 272,905 students.  

 

These enrolments were subtracted from total enrolments in Catholic and Independent schools 

for 2009 (ABS Schools Australia) to obtain the number of students who would receive the 

maximum public funding of $10,000. The enrolments were multiplied by $10,000 to obtain 

the total base entitlement funding for these students.  

 

The base funding component for schools with fees of over $5,000 is an approximate estimate. 

Four fee ranges were selected: $5001-10,000; $10,001-15,000; $15001-19000; and over 

$19,000. It was assumed that the average fees for each range are at the lower end of the 

range: $7,000 for the range $5,001-10,000; $12,000 for the range $10,001-15,000; and 

$17,000 for the range $15,001-19,000. The GSE of $3,000 applies to schools with fees of 

over $19,000. 

 

The public funding per student was calculated for the assumed average fee in each fee range 

and multiplied by the number of enrolments in Catholic and Independent schools in each fee 

range to obtain the total base funding component for these schools.  

 

The two base funding components were added to obtain an estimate of the total base funding 

available under the model.  

Equity funding loadings 

The CIS model includes an equity funding loading of $1,000 per targeted student. This is 

essentially for illustrative purposes and is significantly below the levels indicated in the 

report commissioned by the School Funding Review on funding for disadvantaged students 

from ACER [Rorris et.al. 2010]. The total funding from this loading is estimated together 

with two other estimates based on data derived from the ACER report. The methodology for 

the latter two estimates is outlined in Attachment A.  

 

The base funding component to which the loadings are applied includes base funding 

provided to schools with fees of over $5,000. There is a case for applying the loadings to the 

base funding component of schools receiving the maximum public funding available under 
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the model. It would mean that the total targeted funding is slightly lower than the estimates 

published in this study.   

 

The equity loadings in the CIS model include funding for students from low SES families. 

Total government funding 

As in the case of the ISV model, the total funding available under the CIS entitlement 

proposal is estimated as the total of the base funding and targeted funding components. The 

total funding estimates of the ISV proposal are compared with total actual government 

funding in 2009 (2008-09 for government schools) to estimate the increase/decrease in 

funding for government and private schools under the proposal. 
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Attachment D 

Tables on school funding under the CIS model 

Table D1: Total Government Funding Under the CIS Entitlement Scheme  

 Private Schools ($) Govt Schools 

($) Catholic Independent Total Private 

Actual Funding 2009  5,738,897,730 3,229,132,515 8,968,030,245 

26,405,806,000 

(30,856,259,000) 

Estimates 1 & 2     

Base Entitlement 

Funding 6,921,086,500 3,930,416,000 10,851,502,500 22,832,420,000 

Total Targeted 

Funding (at $1000 per 

student) 93,149,000 43,513,000 136,662,000 683,761,000 

Total Govt Funding  7,014,235,500 3,973,929,000 10,988,164,500 23,516,181,000 

Funding 

Increase/Decrease 

Over Actual Funding 

in 2009 1,275,337,770 744,796,485 2,020,134,255 

-2,889,625,000 

(-7,340,078,000) 

Estimate 3     

Base Entitlement 

Funding 6,921,086,500 3,930,416,000 10,851,502,500 22,832,420,000 

Total Targeted 

Funding (ACER 

survey) 346,669,235 144,663,972 491,333,207 2,067,650,295 

Total Govt Funding  7,267,755,735 4,075,079,972 11,342,835,707 24,900,070,295 

Funding 

Increase/Decrease 

Over Actual Funding 

in 2009 1,528,858,005 845,947,457 2,374,805,462 -1,505,735,705 

Estimate 4     

Base Entitlement 

Funding 6,921,086,500 3,930,416,000 10,851,502,500 22,832,420,000 

Total Targeted 

Funding (0.15 loading) 450,282,266 210,341,842 660,624,108 3,305,300,674 

Total Govt Funding  7,371,368,766 4,140,757,842 11,512,126,608 26,137,720,674 

Funding 

Increase/Decrease 

Over Actual Funding 

in 2009 1,632,471,036 911,625,327 2,544,093,363 -268,085,326 
Notes:  
1. Actual government funding is for 2008-09. The estimates in italics for government schools include the user 

cost of capital in actual funding for 2008- 09.  

2. Targeted funding in Estimates 1 & 2 are based on the CIS example of $1000 per targeted student 

3. Targeted funding in Estimate 3 is based on funding loadings derived from ACER survey data (see 

Attachment A). 

4. Targeted funding for Estimate 4 is based on identified program expenditure in government schools reported 

by ACER (see Attachment A).  
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Table D2: Per Student Funding Under the CIS Entitlement Model 

 Private Schools ($) 
Govt 

Schools ($) 
Catholic Independent Total 

Private 

Actual Funding 2009  8146 6665 7548 

11565 

(13544) 

Estimates 1 & 2     

Base Entitlement Funding 9824 8112 9127 10000 

Total Targeted Funding (at $1000 per 

student) 132 90 115 299 

Total Govt Funding  9956 8202 9242 10299 

Funding Increase/Decrease Over 

Actual Funding in 2009 1810 1537 1694 

-1266 

(-3245) 

Estimate 3     

Base Entitlement Funding 9824 8112 9127 10000 

Total Targeted Funding (ACER survey) 492 299 413 906 

Total Govt Funding  10316 8411 9540 10906 

Funding Increase/Decrease Over 

Actual Funding in 2009 2170 1746 1992 -659 

Estimate 4     

Base Entitlement Funding 9824 8112 9127 10000 

Total Targeted Funding (0.15 loading) 639 434 556 1448 

Total Govt Funding  10463 8547 9682 11448 

Funding Increase/Decrease Over 

Actual Funding in 2009 2317 1882 2134 -117 
Notes:  
1. Actual government funding is for 2008-09. The estimates in italics for government schools include the user 

cost of capital in actual funding for 2008- 09.  

2. Targeted funding in Estimates 1 & 2 are based on the CIS example of $1000 per targeted student 

3. Targeted funding in Estimate 3 is based on funding loadings derived from ACER survey data (see 

Attachment A). 

4. Targeted funding for Estimate 4 is based on identified program expenditure in government schools reported 

by ACER (see Attachment A).  

5. Targeted funding is averaged across all students. 
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Attachment E 

Total school resources under the student entitlement models 

Table E1: Total School Resources with Student Entitlement Payments 

 Catholic Independent Total Private Government 

 $ per student $ per student $ per student $ per student 

ISV Model – 

Estimate 2 

    

Private Income 3243 9300 5690 na 

Govt. Funding 10268 10309 10285 10467 

Total Resources 13511 19609 15975 10467 

CIS Model – 

Estimate 4 

    

Private Income 3243 9300 5690 na 

Govt. Funding 10463 8547 9682 11448 

Total Resources 13706 17847 15372 11448 
Notes:   

1. The figures for private income for private schools are sourced from the National Report on Schooling in 

Australia 2008 and indexed by 6% to give an estimate for 2009. Figures on private income for government 

schools are not available, but the private income of government schools is a very small proportion of 

average per student funding.   

2. Government funding is the estimated total entitlement payments to schools [see Attachments A, B, C & D]. 

3. The total resources figures are for 2009 and include student entitlement payments and private funding. 
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Attachment F 

Base government funding of elite private schools 

Tables follow. The figures are derived from the My School website and the costings 

estimated in this paper.  

 

 

  



Table F1: Base Funding of Elite NSW Independent Schools under the ISV Model 

School 
Enrolments 

2009 

Prop in 
Lowest 

SES 
Quartile 

Prop in 
Highest 

SES 
Quartile 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

2009 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

2009 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

2009 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

ISV Increase 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

ISV 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

ISV 

  

% % $ $ $ $ % $ $ 

Abbotsleigh 1372 1 83 2871 24892 3939040 9737 239 34629 13359164 

Ascham School 1016 1 87 2523 26545 2563709 9737 286 36282 9892792 

Barker College 1950 1 84 3210 25048 6258668 9737 203 34785 18987150 

Cranbrook 1276 1 80 2642 27137 3371470 9737 269 36874 12424412 

Kambala 999 2 78 3324 25556 2881842 9737 193 35293 9727263 

Kincoppal 848 0 99 3320 20505 2815579 9737 193 30242 8256976 

King's School 1468 3 71 3914 25620 5746228 9737 149 35357 14293916 

Knox Grammar 1975 0 96 2716 23732 5365676 9737 259 33469 19230575 

Newington College 1588 1 76 3722 23765 5910909 9737 162 33502 15462356 

PLC Sydney 1257 2 84 3498 21393 5459762 9737 178 31130 12239409 

Pymble Ladies College 2001 1 84 3115 22198 6232785 9737 213 31935 19483737 

Ravenswood 1125 0 86 2627 22535 2954947 9737 271 32272 10954125 

Roseville 786 1 80 3802 20404 1989728 9737 156 30141 7653282 
St. Andrews Cathedral 
School 1255 2 78 3556 22620 4462737 9737 174 32357 12219935 

St. Catherines 879 2 70 4291 26796 3771843 9737 127 36533 8558823 

Scots College 1591 1 81 2228 26151 4896551 9737 337 35888 15491567 

SCEGGS Darlinghurst 896 1 87 2884 27568 2584383 9737 238 37305 8724352 

SCEGGS Redlands 1363 1 88 2357 26295 3212494 9737 313 36032 13271531 

SHORE 1559 0 82 2687 25360 4187874 9737 262 35097 15179983 

Sydney Grammar K-12 1842 0 93 2727 30335 5023116 9737 257 40072 17935554 

Trinity Grammar 2025 2 77 4243 22297 8592437 9737 129 32034 19717425 

Average/Total  29071 1 83 3172 24667 92221778 9737 207 34404 283064327 
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Table F2: Base Funding of Elite Victorian Independent Schools under the ISV Model 

School 
Enrolments 

2009 

Prop in 
Lowest 

SES 
Quartile 

Prop in 
Highest 

SES 
Quartile 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

2009 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

2009 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

2009 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

ISV Increase 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

ISV 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

ISV 

  
% % $ $ $ $ % $ $ 

Brighton Grammar 1121 1 74 2800 21370 3138700 9737 248 31107 10915177 

Camberwell Grammar 1279 3 87 3021 22162 3864166 9737 222 31899 12453623 

Carey Grammar 2130 2 82 2794 22052 5951964 9737 248 31789 20739810 

Fintona 456 2 79 3168 23926 1444596 9737 207 33663 4440072 

Geelong Grammar 1219 2 74 3960 26031 4828924 9737 146 35768 11869403 

Ivanhoe Grammar 900 3 63 3802 21602 6856068 9737 156 31339 8763300 

Korowa  1803 1 82 2491 20550 1676331 9737 291 30287 17555811 

Lauriston 673 1 86 2389 22230 1965618 9737 308 31967 6553001 
Melbourne Girls 
Grammar 872 1 83 2979 25388 2597524 9737 227 35125 8490664 

Melbourne Grammar  872 0 84 2573 26416 6715428 9737 278 36153 8490664 

MLC 2142 1 83 3058 22236 6550137 9737 218 31973 20856654 

Mount Scopus 967 0 80 3320 19363 3210954 9737 193 29100 9415679 

PLC 1327 2 84 3498 21393 4642160 9737 178 31130 12920999 

Ruyton 717 1 80 2628 20001 1882513 9737 271 29738 6981429 

Scotch College 1837 0 87 2609 23077 4792247 9737 273 32814 17886869 

St. Catherines 621 0 82 2056 24470 1276595 9737 374 34207 6046677 

St. Leonards College 1684 1 75 3283 21068 5527533 9737 197 30805 16397108 

St.Michaels 1211 2 77 3396 23396 4112561 9737 187 33133 11791507 

Strathcona 723 0 74 2927 19751 2115956 9737 233 29488 7039851 

Trinity Grammar 1344 1 80 2717 22275 3651997 9737 258 32012 13086528 

Wesley College 2806 1 85 3124 25148 8767282 9737 212 34885 27322022 

Average/Total 26704 1 80 3204 22611 85569254 9737 204 32348 260016848 
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Table F3: Base Funding of Elite Queensland Private Schools under the ISV Model 

School 
Enrolments 

2009 

Prop in 
Lowest 

SES 
Quartile 

Prop in 
Highest 

SES 
Quartile 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

2009 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

2009 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

2009 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

ISV Increase 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

ISV 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

ISV 

  

% % $ $ $ $ % $ $ 

All Hallows School 1433 1 71 7234 15443 10366664 9737 35 25180 13953121 
Anglican Church 
Grammar  1697 3 78 4831 23042 8197829 9737 102 32779 16523689 

Brisbane Boys College 1572 2 75 3990 19531 6271670 9737 144 29268 15306564 

Clayfield College 943 4 67 4564 16360 3103735 9737 113 26097 9181991 

St Aidan's Anglican Girls 861 3 70 4127 18184 3553277 9737 136 27921 8383557 

St Joseph's College 5-12 1306 1 73 6361 17012 8306869 9737 53 26749 12716522 
St Margaret's Anglican 
Girls  865 2 74 4580 19406 3962074 9737 113 29143 8422505 
St Peter's Lutheran 
College 2088 1 85 4773 15281 9966285 9737 104 25018 20330856 

Somerset College 1123 3 69 6252 18367 7020236 9737 56 28104 10934651 

Somerville House 1193 2 75 4671 18592 5573020 9737 108 28329 11616241 

Average/Total 13081 2 74 5070 18098 66321659 9737 92 27835 127369697 
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Table F4: Base Funding of Elite South Australian Private Schools under the ISV Model 

School 
Enrolments 

2009 

Prop in 
Lowest 

SES 
Quartile 

Prop in 
Highest 

SES 
Quartile 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

2009 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

2009 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

2009 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

ISV Increase 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

ISV 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

ISV 

  
% % $ $ $ $ % $ $ 

Mercedes College 1199 4 62 5289 14666 6338783 9737 84 24403 11674663 

Pembroke School 1534 1 75 3845 18657 5898139 9737 153 28394 14936558 

Pulteney Grammar  797 1 70 4599 17424 3666291 9737 112 27161 7760389 

Seymour College 857 1 76 3606 17810 3090960 9737 170 27547 8344609 

St Ignatius College 1360 4 68 5624 17703 7648635 9737 73 27440 13242320 

St John's Grammar  946 0 86 5001 13621 4731634 9737 95 23358 9211202 

St Peter's College 1180 2 77 3834 23461 4524652 9737 154 33198 11489660 
St Peter's Collegiate 
Girls'  525 6 60 4440 16384 2331330 9737 119 26121 5111925 
Walford Anglican 
School for Girls 683 2 70 3594 17560 1455065 9737 171 27297 6650371 

Westminster School 1151 3 63 5221 18519 6009752 9737 86 28256 11207287 

Wilderness School 700 2 74 4425 17092 3097640 9737 120 26829 6815900 

Average/Total 10932 2 71 4463 17735 48792881 9737 118 27472 106444884 
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Table F5: Base Funding of Elite Western Australian Private Schools under the ISV Model 

School 
Enrolments 

2009 

Prop in 
Lowest 

SES 
Quartile 

Prop in 
Highest 

SES 
Quartile 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

2009 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

2009 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

2009 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

ISV Increase 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

ISV 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

ISV 

  
% % $ $ $ $ % $ $ 

All Saints College 1159 3 68 4721 17058 5471417 9737 106 26795 11285183 

Carmel School 530 0 77 5624 14393 2924756 9737 73 24130 5160610 

Christ Church Grammar 1409 1 84 3852 22285 5427346 9737 153 32022 13719433 

Hale School 1290 1 83 4573 23208 5899313 9737 113 32945 12560730 

International School  128 1 81 3126 23650 400124 9737 211 33387 1246336 

John XXIII College 1468 2 74 7106 14333 10431940 9737 37 24070 14293916 

MLC 1052 2 82 3556 21852 3740943 9737 174 31589 10243324 

Penrhos College 1164 3 65 4814 18196 5604039 9737 102 27933 11333868 

Perth College 1086 4 67 5169 19993 5613883 9737 88 29730 10574382 

PLC 1160 0 79 4032 22384 4676762 9737 141 32121 11294920 

Scotch College 1236 1 78 3926 23850 4852604 9737 148 33587 12034932 
St Hilda's Anglican Girls 
School 1036 1 83 3893 19772 4032975 9737 150 29509 10087532 
St Mary's Anglican Girls 
School 1240 2 63 4580 18656 5676449 9737 113 28393 12073880 

Wesley College 1270 4 67 4797 20951 6092471 9737 103 30688 12365990 

Average/Total 15228 2 75 4652 19986 70845022 9737 109 29723 148275036 
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Table F6: Base Funding of Elite ACT Independent Schools under the ISV Model 

School 
Enrolments 

2009 

Prop in 
Lowest 

SES 
Quartile 

Prop in 
Highest 

SES 
Quartile 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

2009 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

2009 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding 

2009 

Govt 
Funding 

per 
Student 

ISV Increase 

Gross 
Income 

per 
Student 

ISV 

Total Govt 
Recurrent 
Funding  

ISV 

  
% % $ $ $ $ % $ $ 

Canberra Girls 
Grammar 1479 1 80 3071 18564 4541516 9737 217 28301 14401023 

Canberra Grammar 1576 1 81 2767 17481 4359751 9737 252 27218 15345512 

Radford College 1516 1 83 4846 16820 7346775 9737 101 26557 14761292 

Average/Total  4571 1 81 3555 17612 16248042 9737 174 27349 44507827 
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